
Daily, Weekly, & 
Monthly Tasks
that improve visibility, decision making, and performance of 
pre-owned retail operations.



Daily Pre-Owned Cadence

1. Process Yesterday’s Trades: Set up all vehicle acquisitions 

so they are available in inventory. Make sure to enter an Actual Cash 

Value (ACV), even if it is just a set-up number. Complete bullpen 

walk-around on all new trades, make retail/wholesale/service 

decisions. Verify yesterday’s trade units are now available in invento-

ry, if not process to take into inventory.

On MAX Platform: Use the trade analyzer for all vehicle acquisitions 

to assist in ACV entry and retail/wholesale/service decisions. You may 

always use the “Take Into Inventory” button to have inventory 

available in MAX immediately.

2. Check for Missed Opportunities: Review the previous 

day’s missed trade-in opportunities. Are there deals on understocked 

vehicles that you may want to revise the o�er on? Have sales reps 

follow up on these high potential vehicles first with any revised o�ers, 

leveraging each vehicle’s value proposition to close potential missed 

opportunities.

On MAX Platform: Use either the Trade Analyzer or the Make-A-Deal 

tool to see your list of missed opportunities. The Make-A-Deal tool is 

preferred as it highlights understocked vehicles to review the 

previous day’s missed trade-in opportunities. Have sales reps follow 

up on these high potential vehicles first with any revised o�ers on 

trades. MAX My Trade can help give the customer a better under-

standing of the elements of the trade valuation and close any 

perceived value gap with the customer.

3. Dial-In Pricing (and create or update ads): Plan all new 

pre-owned units for either retail or wholesale. Set target pricing for 

retail units, using market comparisons at similar mileage for similar 

packages so that your dealership price is competitive within the 

market. Prepare each vehicle’s online ad with factual, detailed, 

relevant information so the vehicle is ready for online merchandising. 

Review any vehicles pricing as they change age buckets, crossing the 

30-day threshold for example. This daily review strategy helps you 

selectively re-evaluate your pricing strategy in manageable chunks.

On MAX Platform: Click on Quick Planning button to access Inventory 

Management Plan (IMP) and work all units in the planning tab from 

top to bottom. Plan all new pre-owned units for either retail or 

wholesale. Then for retail units, use the Profit MAX tool to analyze the 

market and price each vehicle on the list. Profit MAX looks like a set 

of crosshairs on the IMP. While in Profit MAX, you can view and 

approve each vehicle’s online ad by clicking on the Approval tab with 

complete vehicle options and automatically optimized descriptions 

(Key information, Certified Info, Book Outs, Condition, etc). When the 

left side of the page displays all green check-marks, click REGENER-

ATE AD, then APPROVE AD and move to the next vehicle in the list. 

The Planning Tab lists all of your "bucket jumpers" and units in the 

oldest-aged bucket with recurring reminders every seven days. This 

is your daily to-do list to reprice or confirm these cars as they appear 

in the planning tab.

4. Ensure your full inventory is frontline-ready online: 
What are your dealership’s standards for time to market? How do you 

define frontline-ready? Top dealerships can get a trade online in as 

little as 2-3 days with over ten pictures. Identify your dealerships 

current average and strive to improve performance here.

On MAX Platform: Review the MAX Dashboard - any vehicles below 

your dealership set standards will be noted for action. On the left 

side, clear all “Vehicles with Online Alerts” by clicking on the specific 

alert and taking the required corrective action. On the right side, 

review all “Vehicles with Merchandising Alerts” by clicking on the 

specific alert and ensuring that any suggested action possible has 

been taken to drive the highest possible tra�c to your online 

inventory.

 

5. Check for Service Lane Opportunities: Share your 

stocking guide targets each week with your service manager. Daily, 

have the service manager provide the pre-owned manager with a list 

of desired units that will be in for service that day. Run appraisals on 

any desired units and have ready for the service manager or dedicat-

ed sales rep to present to service customers.  

On MAX Platform: Print out the Over/Under Stocking Guide for that 

week and provide to the service manager prior to first appointment 

Monday.

6. Do a Recon Walk: Walk all cars currently in RECON. Be sure 

cars are moving through all zones e�ciently, so that you have as 

much time in the sweet spot for sales as possible.

This daily cadence is designed to help the Used Car Manager balance e�ciency and profitability with administrative over-

head. For best results, try to complete all items on this list within 45 minutes of walking in the door. That frees up the rest of 

the day for buying and selling cars.
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Weekly Pre-Owned Cadence

1. Check Pricing: Review each unit that is either potentially OVER 

or UNDER priced. Remember pricing does not need to be adjusted as 

long as there is a story behind each of these units. There no one size 

fits all strategy for every vehicle. View critical information around the 

price of your inventory by AGE, RISK, SEGMENT, YEAR, MAKE, OR 

MODEL.

On MAX Platform: Use the Profit MAX pricing summary on the First 

Look home screen. Select “Pricing Risk” from the “Current Inventory 

By” dropdown & “Retail Inventory” from the “Show:” dropdown to 

review each pricing outlier. Clicking on the “$” icon on the cars in the 

bottom of the page opens the Profit MAX market pricing tool for that 

car, if pricing needs to be adjusted. Use Pricing Analyzer to view all 

key pricing segments and the search function to create your own 

pricing levels based on the needs of your business. 

2. Check Market Days of Supply & Pricing Competitiveness: 
Keep a special focus on your Aged Inventory. Sort by Market Days of 

Supply highest to lowest and focus on any high market days of supply 

units, especially where Market Days Supply is higher than your aging 

policy. Repeat check for pricing competitiveness with Aged Inventory.

On MAX Platform: While in the Profit MAX pricing summary, select 

“All” from the “Current Inventory By” dropdown menu and sort by 

“Market Days Supply”(Highest to Lowest). Check pricing competitive-

ness of any high market days supply units (Especially units where 

MDS>Aging Policy). Do the same Aged Inventory by sorting by the 

“Age” Column (Oldest to Newest).  

3. Check Inventory Levels & Mix:  Check Inventory levels of 

your highest volume, highest grossing and quickest turning units. Drill 

into any high volume units that are grossing less than your target to 

tweak your purchasing strategy for those units. View stocking levels 

by SEGMENT, YEAR, MAKE & MODEL and better understand the gaps 

in your inventory when considering the purchasing plan for the 

coming week. 

On MAX Platform: Select “Inventory Manager” from the “Reports” 

drop down in FirstLook to review the inventory levels of your top 

sellers, most profitable, and fastest sellers and build your targeted 

purchase strategy. Use Under Stocking Report / Core Inventory 

Report to have quick visibility into the stocking levels at your location. 

This cadence should be part of a weekly meeting between the General Manager and the Pre-Owned manager(s). Building 

this management cadence into your process helps to instill a culture of accountability and a healthy and e�cient pre-owned 

operation.
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4. Spot Check Merchandising & Sales Metrics: 
Make sure that you are tracking the time to market online for all the 

key merchandising factors. Have you set a target for the number of 

pictures you should have online within the first 48 hours a vehicle is 

on your lot? Being aggressive here, helps your dealership have more 

time with that vehicle in the sweet spot. Ensure that your sales team 

is supported and prepared to share the full value of every vehicle in 

your inventory, so they can close through a transparent process, 

providing additional information beyond what the customer has 

already researched online.

On MAX Platform: Open up the MAX Dashboard and make sure 

“Online Alerts” and “Merchandising Alerts” are at acceptable levels. 

Check “Time To Market”(TTM) and address any potential holes in your 

onboarding process by drilling into “View Details” and evaluate high 

TTM units with the used car manager. Click on “Showroom & Website 

2.0” in the center section of the dashboard. Ensure steady utilization 

of Digital Showroom by sales associates. Total Digital Showroom 

Views should be at least equal to the number of ups for the week.

5. Understand Sales Performance With Discounts: 
Ensure that overall discount is within acceptable limits for your sales 

strategy. Drill into any reps that are negotiating away large grosses 

and review individual deals. Ensure they are using all tools at their 

disposal to sell value and hold gross. Work with Sales Managers as 

necessary to ensure proper sales process is being executed consis-

tently.

On MAX Platform: Select “Stop The Drop” from the Reports drop 

down on the MAX dashboard. Sort the “Ranking By Salesperson” 

section by “Average Sales Discount”.

6. Keep an Eye on Appraisal Closing Rates: Review 

appraisal lane performance for the last 4 weeks to the last 6 months. 

Drill down to a specific user’s performance to manage this critical 

piece to the NEW & USED car sales process.

On MAX Platform: Select “Closing Rate Analysis” sort by user 

performance.
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Monthly Pre-Owned Cadence

1. Ensure a healthy Trade Lane: Check Appraisal Closing rate 

against your benchmark (we recommend 40%). Check Average 

Immediate Profit/Loss. Is it outside of the +/- $250 range? If so, assess 

the business impact of buying deals or losing retail transactions due 

to under-bidding trades. Discuss process with the used car manager, 

if necessary.

2. Check your Unit Profitability and Sales Velocity: 
Making the most of your inventory investment means supporting the 

strongest profitability while understanding the diminishing value and 

increased holding costs over time. We recommend monthly review 

here using a consistent most recent 13 weeks of data for perspective. 

To calculate inventory turn take, see simple equation below.  

(365 days)/(Average Days to Sale) = Annual Inventory Turn.

Check front end profitability as units age to ensure pricing strategy is 

being adhered to as you look at the monthly results.

On MAX Platform: Under “Performance Management Reports”, click 

on “Gross Profit by Days in Stock” to easily view the impact of 

inventory age on gross profit. This report also shows front end 

profitability as units age. Also review your “Water Report” to identify 

leaks in profitability and value.

 

3. Check Your Retail Sales E�ciency: Check Retail & Aged 

Wholesale percentages as well as Average Front End Gross and True 

Average Front End Gross. Ensure that Aged Wholesale losses (retail 

failures) are not eating too much into profits. Next, check percentage 

of units and Average Front End Gross for each aging bucket. Where 

do you stack up against your benchmarks (65% under 30 days, 20% 

31-60 days, <10% +60 days, Aged Wholesale)? Check Average Days 

to Sale for the 60+ and Aged Wholesale buckets to ensure aging 

policy is being adhered to. Check % of Green Light units being sold in 

these last two buckets as well. Why are you struggling with those 

units?

On MAX Platform: Under “Performance Management Reports”, click 

on “Retail Inventory Sales Analysis” which highlights all of these 

opportunities.

4. Reign in Aged Wholesale Losses (if applicable): 
If there are substantial aged wholesale losses or a large percentage 

of inventory is winding up in this bucket, review individual units and 

strategize with the used car manager and/or buyers on how to avoid 

repeating past failures. Conversely, strategize with the sales manag-

ers and sales teams on how to get better at selling problem units. Is 

This cadence should be part of a monthly meeting between the General Manager and the Pre-Owned 

Manager(s) in conjunction with monthly financial reporting. 
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there a di�erent sales strategy, a bargain lot, for example that can 

help these current losses play a more positive role within your mix as 

you bring your inventory back in balance? 

On MAX Platform: Pull a “Wholesale Breakdown” report under 

“Performance Management Reports” for analysis to support the 

discussion.

5. Check overall revenue and profitability: Review 

Business Development Center lead quality. Optimize mix towards 

higher performance rates based on summary of all leads by source 

with closing rates. Review full department expenses with the general 

manager. This monthly line item review ensures consistency and 

maximizes product assortment.

If your team is struggling with any metrics or 

needs help benchmarking for success, the MAX 

Digital team is available for guidance & user 

process training.  



Founded in 2011, MAX Digital was born from 

a rich history of innovation and continues 

the pioneering spirit of  FirstLook by deliv-

ering the professional tools needed to help 

dealerships thrive into the future. MAX 

Digital empowers thousands of dealerships 

to transform their retail processes to sell 

more cars more profitably through 

award-winning inventory management and 

people friendly digital retail solutions. MAX 

Digital was named Dealer’s Choice top 

inventory management system for 2019 in 

Auto Dealer Today. 

For more information visit maxdigital.com


